
Cable USB-C do USB-C Choetech, XCC-1003, PD 60W 1.2m (black) Ref: 6971824975673
Cable USB-C do USB-C Choetech, XCC-1003, PD 60W 1.2m (black)
Choetech XCC-1003 USB-C to USB-C cable, PD 60W 1.2m (black)
The Choetech XCC-1003 cable is a high-end accessory that will allow you to instantly charge and transfer data at 480 Mbps. It supports
PD 60W fast  charging and works with most  devices powered by a USB-C cable.  The cable is  made of  sturdy materials  and features a
nylon braid that makes it extremely resistant to abrasion, pulling and bending. Choetech XCC-1003 will successfully serve you for a long
time!
 
Convenient use
The universal  length of  the cable (1.2 m) will  give you freedom during charging and data transmission.  The cable is  designed for  fast
operation, so with its use you will save time and will not have to wait for a long time for your devices. The maximum charging time for a
60W laptop, for example, is only 1.5 hours! The cable has a nylon braid, which makes it extremely resistant, so you can throw it loose in
your bag without any worries - it won't be harmed by pulling and bending.
 
Specification:
	Manufacturer
	Choetech
	Model
	XCC-1003
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	Material
	Nylon, Aluminum
	Connectors
	USB Type C
	USB standard
	USB 2.0 High Speed (480 Mbps)
	Rated power
	60 W
	Connector type
	USB Type C
	Fast charging
	Power Delivery 60 watts
	Length
	1,2 m
	Color
	Black
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Price:

Before: € 2.6199

Now: € 2.50

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, USB cables, USB-C
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